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A quantum chemical method was employed to investigate the mechanism of dimerization reactions of alkyl ketene. All the
geometric configurations of the stationary points on the reactions path were optimized with Gaussian03 employing density
functional theory at the B3LYP/6-311G++(d, p) level by energy gradient technique. The transition states were also investigated
through synchronous transit method, and its reasonability was confirmed by using frequency analysis and intrinsic reaction
coordinate analysis. The results can be summed up as follows: according to the frontier orbital theory, the dimerization reaction
(3) to generate four-membered carbon cyclic product P3 is forbidden. Two different dimerization processes of alkyl ketene are all
concerted but nonsynchronous, taking place through twisted four-membered cyclic transition states. The activation energies were
calculated to be 34.54 and 61.73 kJ/mol, respectively for the two ketene dimerization processes. Calculation results satisfactorily
explained the experimental facts.

1. Introduction

Alkyl ketene dimer (AKD) also called AKD wax and alkenyl
Succinic Anhydride (ASA) are wax like chemicals. AKD
(alkyl ketene dimers, I) is an excellent neutral sizing agent
and is widely used in the paper making industry [1–3].
Traditionally rosin (acidic sizing) was used as a paper sizing
material. Due to changes in paper manufacturing technolo-
gies, the sizing process is changed to alkaline/neutral sizing
from acidic sizing. AKD and ASA are the main neutral sizing
chemicals. In both cases the aim is to retain hydrophobic
molecules in the sheet of the paper [4]. AKD/ASA is used
in the form of emulsions (10% AKD/ASA) in sizing of
finer qualities of paper. Compared to acidic sizing agent
(Gum Rosin), the neutral/alkaline sizing agent (AKD) is a
chemical treatment that reduces machine breakdown and
water recycling difficulties of the standard acidic paper
manufacture process by minimizing water absorption and
enhancing the surface conditions of paper during a neutral
paper manufacturing process. The new neutral and alkaline
sizing techniques have been found to be more efficient owing
to their better hydrophobicity and smaller size reversion.
AKD is less susceptible to hydrolysis but is also less reactive

towards the cellulose fibers and usually requires considerable
time (weeks) to develop a satisfactory sizing effect [5, 6].
AKD plays a significant role in minimizing the detrimental
environmental impact of water contamination by facilitating
the recycling of water in the paper production process [7–9].

The demand for the emulsions is estimated at 30000
tons per year and the demand for AKD/ASA at about 3000
tons. Alkyl ketene dimers are produced by reacting a C
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saturated or unsaturated linear fatty acid chloride with a

cyclic tertiary amine in an inert solvent at a temperature of up
to 75∘C, separating tertiary amine hydrochloride salts from
the alkyl ketene dimer in the solvent, and recovering the alkyl
ketene dimer by distillation from the solvent. China is a huge
paper maker, with paper and paper board output totaling 50
millionMT in 2005 and is estimated to reach 100 millionMT
by 2015. In an effort to upgrade the quality and grade of paper,
the application of neutral sizing agents will be promoted. In
this regard, AKD will be in great demand [10–12].
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Alkyl ketene dimers can be prepared by reaction of acid
halides with tertiary amines in inert organic solvents, and the
main reaction is the dimerization reaction of alkyl ketene [11].
It is generally believed that the reaction pathway involves, first
of all, a reaction between acid halides and triethylamine to
form a monoalkyl ketene intermediate:
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Then, the alkyl ketene dimerization reaction occurs
quickly producing AKD products:

CH2R C O CHR
O
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R

In the dimerization reaction, alkyl ketene always forms
four-ring compounds. It is of significant importance to re-
search the cycloaddition reaction mechanism of alkyl ketene
for the synthesis of AKD and the rich chemical theories.

To the best of our knowledge, the investigations of
dimerization reactions of alkyl ketene are mainly focused on
experimental study and rarely on theoretical study [13, 14]. In
this paper, the quantum chemical method was employed to
investigate the mechanism of dimerization reactions of alkyl
ketene.

Quantum chemistry is based on the postulates of
quantum mechanics. In quantum chemistry, the system is
described by a wave function which can be found by solving
the Schrödinger equation.This equation relates the stationary
states of the system and their energies to the Hamiltonian
operator, which can be viewed as the recipe for obtaining
the energy associated with a wavefunction describing the
positions of the nuclei and electrons in the system. Now,
quantum chemical methods are widely used in many impor-
tant questions in chemistry that cannot at all be addressed by
means of the empirical approach [15].

Three possible dimerization reactions of alkyl ketene
were investigated in this paper. The reaction mechanism was
studied by using quantum chemical calculations to explain
the observed regioselectivity.Without loss of generality, ethyl
is chosen as the alkyl group for the convenience of calculation:
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2. Methods and Computations

The previous modeling molecules above were employed for
the optimizations of the structures of the reaction species at
the B3LYP/6-311G++(d, p) level with Gaussian03 [16]. The
frontier orbital of the reactant ethyl ketene is calculated to
illustrate the reaction mechanism. The vibrational analysis
for all the optimized structures is performed at the same
computational level to obtain reliable vibrational frequencies,
zero-point energy, and total energy. All the intermediates
and transition states are confirmed by the results of vibration
analysis and intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculation.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Frontier Orbital. The dimerization reaction of ketene is a
kind of cycloaddition reaction, which is generally concerted
and has the cyclic transition state to complete the fracture and
generation of the molecular bond. The reactions follow the
principle of molecular orbital symmetry conservation. The
frontier orbital of alkyl ketene is calculated and is shown in
Figure 1.

The highest-energy occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
and the lowest-energy unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) of alkyl ketene have substantially different elec-
tronic distributions. The next LUMO (LUMO-1) has the
orbital energy very close to the LUMO orbital energy, and its
electronic distribution is also shown in Figure 1.

When two independent molecules react, frontier orbital
theory requires us to select the HOMO of one molecule and
the LUMO of the other to interact, so that electron flow can
occur from one molecule (the HOMO) to the other (the
LUMO).

As shown in Figure 1, theHOMOof onemolecule of alkyl
ketene and the LUMO of the other could overlap in phase.
This choice results in the reaction (2) being allowed. In this
situation, the C=O bond in the HOMO of one molecule of
alkyl ketene could react with the other C=O bond in the
LUMO of the other molecule to produce the product P2.
Similarly, the HOMO of one molecule of alkyl ketene and
the LUMO-1 of the other could overlap in phase, and this
results in the reaction (1) being allowed. In this situation, the
C=O bond in the HOMO of one molecule of alkyl ketene
could react with the other C=C bond in the LUMO-1 of the
other molecule to produce the product P1 (AKD). But the
C=C bond in the HOMO of one molecule of alkyl ketene
cannot react with the other C=C bond of the other molecule
to produce the product P3. The different phase results in the
reaction (3) being forbidden.

3.2. Dimerization Reaction of Ketene. All the geometric
configurations of the stationary points on the reactions
path were optimized with Gaussian03 in density functional
theory at B3LYP/6-311G++(d, p) level by the energy gradient
technique. And all the transition states were also investigated
through the synchronous transit method. In the calculation
of the dimerization reactions (1) and (2) of alkyl ketene, the
optimized structures of reactant and two transition states
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Figure 1: Frontier orbital of alkyl ketene. (a) HOMO; (b) LUMO; (c) LUMO-1.
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Figure 2: The optimized structures of reactant (a) and transition states ((b): TS1; (c): TS2).

are shown in Figure 2, in which the two transition states
represent two different pathways (reactions (1) and (2)).

By means of the vibrational analysis on stationary points,
it is clear that vibrational frequencies of the reactants and
the products are all positive and stationary points are stable.
The calculated result of the vibrational analysis shows that
there is only one strong imaginary frequency in the transition
states, and the imaginary frequency of TS1(B) is −338.65i and
the imaginary frequency of TS2(C) is −886.18i. The vibra-
tion vector direction of corresponding imaginary frequency
represents the fracture and generation of the molecular bond
to construct the four-membered cyclic transition states. The
two transition states are verified by the intrinsic reaction
coordinate (IRC) analysis.

The main geometric parameters for transition states (TS1
and TS2) and products (P1 and P2) of the dimerization
reaction of alkyl ketene are listed in Table 1 by using quantum
chemical method. As shown in Table 1, the products P1
(AKD) and P2 have the plane four-membered cyclic molec-
ular skeleton, while the corresponding transition states TS1

and TS2 have the twisted four-membered cyclic molecular
skeleton.

In the reaction (1), the C=O bond in the HOMO of one
molecule of alkyl ketene could react with the other C=C bond
in the LUMO-1 of the other molecule to produce the product
P1 (AKD). The C2–C6 bond and C5–O3 bond are the new
generationmolecular bonds to construct the four-membered
ring.As shown inTable 1, theC2–C6bond length is 0.1593 nm
in the TS1 and 0.1522 nm in the P1.This shows that the C2–C6
bond has been formed in the transition state TS1. While the
C5–O3 bond length is 0.2347 nm in the TS1 and 0.1414 nm
in the P1, this shows that the C5–O3 bond is not formed
in the transition state TS1. Therefore, the two new bond
formations are not synchronous in the reaction pathway. In
addition, the ∠C2O3C5C6 is 12.3∘ in the transition state TS1,
and this shows that TS1 has the twisted four-membered cyclic
molecular skeleton. The transition state TS1 is verified by
the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) analysis; that is, TS1
connects directly the reactant and product P1 (AKD) in the
reaction path (1), and this shows that the two new bonds
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Table 1: The main geometric parameters for transition states (TS1
and TS2) and products (P1 and P2) of dimerization reaction of alkyl
ketene (bond length: nm; bond angle: deg.).

Reaction Bond length
(1) C2–O3 C2–C6 C5–O3 C5–C6
TS1 0.1278 0.1593 0.2347 0.1447
P1 0.1431 0.1522 0.1414 0.1535
(2) C2–O3 C2–O4 C5–O3 C5–O4
TS2 0.1303 0.1530 0.1949 0.1296
P2 0.1419 0.1419 0.1419 0.1419
Reaction Bond angle
(1) ∠C1C2O3 ∠C6C2O3 ∠C2O3C5 ∠C2O3C5C6
TS1 132.29 109.65 74.27 12.30
P1 125.28 93.02 90.80 0.65
(2) ∠C1C2O3 ∠O4C2O3 ∠C2O3C5 ∠C2O3C5O4
TS2 143.57 95.69 81.14 −17.30
P2 133.02 92.45 87.55 0.05

are not formed at the same time but the process is still one
elementary step.

In the reaction (2), the C=O bond in the HOMO of one
molecule of alkyl ketene could react with the other C=Obond
in the LUMO of the other molecule to produce the product
P2.TheC2–O4bond andC5–O3bond are the newgeneration
molecular bonds to construct the four-membered ring. As
shown in Table 1, the C2–O4 bond length is 0.1530 nm in
the TS2 and 0.1419 nm in the P2. This shows that the C2–O4
bond has been formed in the transition state TS2. While the
C5–O3 bond length is 0.1949 nm in the TS2 and 0.1419 nm
in the P2, this shows that the C5–O3 bond is not formed
yet in the transition state TS2. Therefore, the two new bond
formations are not synchronous in the reaction pathway. In
addition, the∠C2O3C5O4 is−17.3∘ in the transition state TS2,
and this shows that TS2 has the twisted four-membered cyclic
molecular skeleton. The transition state TS2 is verified by
the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) analysis; that is, TS2
connects directly the reactant and product P2 in the reaction
path (2), and this shows that the two new bonds are not
formed at the same time but the process is still one elementary
step.

Two transition states TS1 and TS2 are the asymmetric
four-ring structure, which showed that the two different
dimerization processes of alkyl ketene are all concerted but
nonsynchronous, taking place through twisted four-mem-
bered cyclic transition states. The reaction pathway includes
only a one-step elementary reaction process, but two new
bond formations are not synchronous.

Using theoretical calculations, the total energies and zero-
point energies of the different reaction species and both reac-
tion activation energies corrected with zero-point vibrational
energies are obtained. The potential energy surfaces of two
different dimerization processes of alkyl ketene were shown
in Figure 3. From the thermodynamic point of view, product
P1 (AKD) is more stable than product P2, because product
P1 (AKD) potential energy surface is lower than product P2
potential energy surface.
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Figure 3: Potential energy surfaces of two different dimerization
processes of alkyl ketene.

The activation energies were calculated to be 34.54 and
61.73 kJ/mol, respectively, for the two alkyl ketene dimer-
ization processes: reactions (1) and (2). Apparently, the two
reactions shown above are parallel reactions. The activation
energy of reaction pathway (1), which produces the AKD (P1)
products, was much lower than the other reaction pathway
(2). According to transition state theory and kinetics of
parallel reaction [17], reaction pathway (1) is the dominant
process with high regioselectivity. There are
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In the parallel reaction of alkyl ketene dimerization
process, the difference between the two activation energies is
61.73 − 34.54 = 27.19 kJ/mol; suppose 𝑇 = 348.15K; then

𝑃TS1
𝑃TS2
= exp ( 27.19 × 1000
8.314 × 348.15

) = 12011.45. (3)

The selectivity of the reaction is as high as 99.99%.
Therefore, the dimerization reaction is under the dynamics
control, and the main product is AKD products (P1), which
is in satisfactory agreement with the experimental facts.
References on experimental dimerization reaction of the alkyl
ketene has been revealed only to find the product P1 (AKD),
while the product P2 has not been reported [18–20]. The
theoretical analysis coincides with experimental results very
well.
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4. Conclusion

(1) According to the frontier orbital theory, reactions (1)
and (2) are allowed, while reaction (3) is forbidden.

(2) Two different dimerization processes of alkyl ketene
(reactions (1) and (2)) are both concerted but non-
synchronous, taking place through twisted four-
membered cyclic transition states.

(3) The activation energies were calculated to be 34.54
and 61.73 kJ/mol, respectively, for the two alkyl ketene
dimerization processes: reactions (1) and (2). The
agreement of the theoretical study with the experi-
mental results indicates that the application of quan-
tum chemical method in dimerization reaction of
alkyl ketene is feasible.
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